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Abstract. Concerns about reproducibility in artificial intelligence (AI)
have emerged, as researchers have reported unsuccessful attempts to di-
rectly reproduce published findings in the field. Replicability, the ability
to affirm a finding using the same procedures on new data, has not been
well studied. In this paper, we examine both reproducibility and replica-
bility of a corpus of 16 papers on table structure recognition (TSR), an
AI task aimed at identifying cell locations of tables in digital documents.
We attempt to reproduce published results using codes and datasets
provided by the original authors. We then examine replicability using
a dataset similar to the original as well as a new dataset, GenTSR,
consisting of 386 annotated tables extracted from scientific papers. Out
of 16 papers studied, we reproduce results consistent with the original
in only four. Two of the four papers are identified as replicable using
the similar dataset under certain IoU values. No paper is identified as
replicable using the new dataset. We offer observations on the causes of
irreproducibility and irreplicability. All code and data are available on
Codeocean.

Keywords: reproducibility, replicability, generalizability, table struc-
ture recognition, artificial intelligence, science of science

1 Introduction

Concerns about reproducibility, replicability, and generalizability (RR&G) of
findings in the social and behavioral sciences are now well-established [5, 1, 2].
More recently, RR&G concerns have been raised in the field of artificial in-
telligence (AI), e.g., [22, 30]. There has been inconsistent use of these terms
across the literature. Here, we adopt definitions from Goodman et al. [10]. By
reproducibility, we refer to computational repeatability – obtaining consistent
computational results using the same data, methods, code, and conditions of
analysis. While, replicability is obtaining consistent results on a different but
similar dataset using the same methods [34, 21, 25, 10]. Generalizability refers to
obtaining consistent results in settings outside of the experimental framework
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[10]. Each concept sets an incrementally higher standard than the previous one
with reproducibility being the most basic requirement of fundamental science.

Existing studies of AI reproducibility have focused on empirical and compu-
tational AI, in which datasets, codes, and environments are essential conditions
for reproduction. Some papers have examined the availability of certain infor-
mation assumed critical to reproducibility. For example, Gunderson et al.[11]
studied reproducibility of AI research by investigating whether research papers
include adequate metadata, i.e., detailed documentation of methodology. Oth-
ers have investigated the availability of open-access datasets and software [32]
and the executability of source codes [24]. Directly reproducing results provides
the most convincing evidence of reproducibility but usually requires more time,
effort, and domain knowledge. Raff [30] conducted direct reproduction of AI
papers. However, little effort has been put into the replicability of AI papers.

In this work, we investigate the reproducibility and replicability of methods
for table structure recognition, an AI task aimed at parsing tables in digital
documents and automatically identifying rows, columns, and cell positions in a
detected table image within a document [26]. This task is different from a related
task called table detection, automatically locating tables in document images [8].
Earlier methods attempted to solve these two tasks separately [33]. Recently,
several end-to-end solutions based on neural networks have been proposed [26,
6, 16]. The input of the TSR task is a table image and the output is usually
an XML or JSON file containing coordinates of detected cells (row and column
numbers and pixels of cell bounding boxes). The content of cells is not identified.
Figure 1 illustrates the TSR problem. To the best of our knowledge, our work
takes the first step to assess the replicability (based on the definition given
above) of published research in the domain of document analysis and pattern
recognition.

Figure 1. An illustration of the TSR problem.

The goal of our work is twofold. First, we test reproducibility of published
findings by examining whether results reported by the original authors can be
reproduced. Second, we test the replicability of executable codes on two datasets:
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a dataset similar to the one used in the original paper and a new dataset built
by manually annotating tables in six scientific domains. Our main contributions
are summarized as follows:

1. We perform a study on AI reproducibility and replicability based on state-of-
the-art TSR methods and identify reproducible and replicable papers under
certain conditions.

2. We build a new, manually-annotated dataset, GenTSR, representing digital
tables in papers from six scientific domains and demonstrate that the dataset
is more challenging than widely adopted benchmarks such as ICDAR 2013
and ICDAR 2019, on the TSR task.

3. We observe possible causes of non-reproducibility and non-replicability of AI
papers based on our experiments.

2 Related Work

Concerns about reproducibility in computer science have been studied in the
context of computer systems, e.g., [3], software engineering, e.g., [18], and re-
cently on artificial intelligence (AI). e.g., [11, 30]. Recent efforts have character-
ized the reproducibility of AI papers using automatic verification or meta-level
information. Pimentel et al. [23] conducted an extensive study on over 1 million
Jupyter notebooks from GitHub and found that only 24.11% executed without
errors and only 4.03% produced the same results. Kamphius et al. conducted a
large-scale study of reproducibility on BM25 scoring function variants [14]. Sei-
bold et al. [35] investigated the reproducibility of analyses of longitudinal data
associated with 11 articles published in PLOS ONE after contacting original
authors. Prenkaj [27] compared several deep methods for trajectory forecasting
on different datasets to provide insight into the actual novelty, reliability, and
applicability of available methods. Salsabil et al. [32] proposed a hybrid classi-
fier to automatically extract open-access datasets and software from scientific
papers. Gunderson et al. [11] investigated 400 AI papers, and found that none
contain documentation of published experiments, methods, and data altogether.

Although the work referenced above have highlighted the importance of in-
cluding codes and data alongside published findings, studies were limited to
meta-level indicators. There are a handful of studies that directly compare repro-
duced results of AI algorithms with published results. For example, Olorisade et
al. [22] attempted to directly reproduce 6 AI papers using the codes and datasets
from the original papers, reporting inconsistent results with published findings.
Raff [30] directly compared the reported results of 255 AI papers without using
the code from the original papers, and found out that 162 papers were at least
75% consistent with reported results while 93 were not.

Lack of transparency and reproducibility is particularly critical given the
standard for AI papers to evaluate performance of proposed methods against
baselines. Such problems have been found in AI research on machine learning
analyses on clinical research [37] and deep metric learning [20]. Replication stud-
ies that provide side-by-side comparisons between AI papers addressing the same
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topic are rarely conducted. Our work fills this gap by directly comparing the
implementations of TSR methods with reported results, and testing the replica-
bility of these methods on new datasets. We chose TSR because recently, many
learning-based methods on this task have been proposed and reportedly achieved
high performance but not all of them were evaluated on the same datasets. Stan-
dard benchmarks are available in open competitions, i.e., ICDAR 2013 [9] and
ICDAR 2019 (Task B2) [7]. Although the datasets were created 6 years apart,
both resemble generic tables in a variety of documents, including government
documents, scientific journals, forms, and financial statements. Scientific tables,
on the other hand, usually contain precise measurements of experimental or an-
alytical results. Compared with other types of tables, scientific tables are more
heterogenous, with complex and freestyle structures. Therefore, for our repli-
cation study, we built a separate evaluation benchmark using tables extracted
from six scientific domains to challenge existing runnable TSR algorithms. Our
work is different from a typical survey paper in that our focus is not on outlining
the proposed algorithms but on testing the reproducibility and replicability of
state-of-the-art TSR algorithms.
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Figure 2. Workflow of our study.

3 Methods

Prior work by Tatman et al. proposed a taxonomy of reproducibility for AI,
namely, “low”, “medium”, and “high” based on the availability of code, data,
and adequate documentation of the experimental environment. This taxonomy
is not directly applicable to our work because we not only verify the availability
of code and data but also execute the code and compare with reported results.
Figure 2 illustrates the workflow of our study. The process is summarized below.
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1. Sample Selection. TSR papers were selected by searching “table structure
recognition” as keywords on Google Scholar. Results were filtered to include
papers published after 2017, in which the proposed methods accepted doc-
uments or table images as input. We downloaded 25 TSR papers from the
conference websites, and we selected 16 candidate papers which use deep-
learning based methods as our final sample.

2. Meta-level Study. We conducted meta-level study by inspecting each pa-
per and determining whether the authors included URLs linking to source
codes and datasets. If no URLs were found, we attempted to find open ac-
cess codes and datasets by searching author names and framework names on
Google. We bookmarked code and data repositories.

3. Local Deployment. We downloaded the data and source codes and de-
ployed them in local computers by following the instructions in the original
paper or on the code repositories.

4. Reproducibility Tests. We attempted to execute the codes using default
settings and labeled each paper into one of three categories.

(a) Reproducible: The source code was executed without errors and the re-
sults were consistent with the reported results within a deviation of an
absolute F1-score of 10% below or above the reported results.

(b) Partially-reproducible: The source code was executed without errors and
the results were better than the reported results by more than an abso-
lute F1-score of 10% deviation from the paper.

(c) Non-reproducible: Otherwise.

5. Replicability Tests on a Similar Dataset. We tested executable TSR
methods on a different but similar benchmark dataset. If results are con-
sistent with the reported results within a deviation of an absolute F1-score
of 10% under certain conditions, the paper was labeled as “conditionally
replicable” with respect to this dataset.

6. Replicability Tests on a New Dataset. We tested executable TSR meth-
ods on a new dataset. If results are consistent within a deviation of 10%
absolute F1-score, the paper was labeled as “conditionally replicable” with
respect to the new dataset.

We create a separate virtual environment for each TSR method to avoid
incompatibility issues. Then, we execute the code of each TSR algorithm to
reproduce or replicate the reported F1 scores. Because we focus on reproducing
results presented in original papers, we used the pre-trained models released
by the authors. One important parameter that may affect the TSR result is
Intersection over Union (IoU), which quantifies the percentage overlap between
object regions provided by the ground truth and predicted by the model. In
practice, IoU is measured by dividing the number of common pixels between the
ground-truth bounding boxes and predicted bounding boxes by the total number
of pixels across both bounding boxes. The IoU threshold defines the criterion of
whether the predicted bounding boxes match the ground truth bounding boxes.
The matching between two bounding boxes is counted if the predicted IoU is
larger than the threshold.
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For our reproducibility tests, we evaluate an executable model on the same
datasets used in the original paper, either ICDAR 2013 or ICDAR 2019. If a
paper used both ICDAR-2013 and ICDAR 2019 datasets, then we chose ICDAR-
2019 because it contains more challenging tables. If a paper used neither dataset,
then we used the dataset used in the original paper. For the replicability tests on
a similar dataset, we evaluated each executable model on the alternate dataset
of the two benchmarks, e.g., if ICDAR 2013 was used in the original paper, we
use ICDAR 2019. For the second replicability test, we evaluated the model on
a new dataset called GenTSR (introduced below). We compute F-scores at five
IoU thresholds 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9.

For reproducibility tests, we define the discrepancy ∆ as the absolute dif-
ference between the F1-score obtained by our reproduction F1(R0) and the
F1-score reported in the original paper F1(O), i.e., ∆0 = F1(R0)− F1(O). For
replicability tests, discrepancy ∆ is defined as F1-score of our replication F1(Rx)
and F1-score of our reproduction F1(O), i.e., ∆x = F1(Rx) − F1(R0). We do
not compare replicability against the original F1-score to ensure that compared
results are obtained in exactly the same setting.

4 Data

We use two standard benchmarks and GenTSR, our manually-annotated dataset.

ICDAR 2013. This dataset, released for the table competition by ICDAR
2013, was used in 8 papers out of 16 papers (Table 1). ICDAR 2013 consists of
238 document pages in PDF format crawled from European and US government
websites, out of which 128 documents include tables. We did not use the original
ICDAR 2013 data as our ground truth because it consists of born-digital PDFs
and all the TSR models we surveyed accept either documents or table images
as input. Therefore, we cropped the tables from the PDFs based on the labeled
coordinates and automatically adjust its annotations accordingly.

ICDAR 2019. This dataset, released for the Competition on Table Detection
and Recognition (cTDaR) organized by ICDAR 2019, was used in 6 out of 16
papers we surveyed. The cTDaR competition includes two datasets including
the modern and historical tables, respectively. The modern dataset contains
100 samples from scientific papers, forms, and financial documents, and the
historical dataset includes images from hand-written accounting ledgers, and
train schedules. Our experiments adopt the modern table dataset used in Track
B2 (TB2).

GenTSR. This dataset consists of 386 table images obtained from research
papers in six scientific domains, including three STEM (Chemistry, Biology, and
Materials Science) and three non-STEM domains (Economics, Developmental
Studies, and Business). The format of GenTSR is consistent with ICDAR 2019.
The numbers of tables in each domain are 30 (Chemistry), 43 (Economics),
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Table 1: A summary of TSR papers used in our study, their properties, and direct reproducibility labels (“Rep” column).
The columns labeled “Data” and “Code” indicate whether datasets and codes are publicly available. A dash (“-”) means
the resource is not available.

Reference Year Model Name Venue Training data Original Eval. data Data Code Rep

Schreiber et al. [33] 2017 DeepDeSRT ICDAR Marmot Marmot - - NR

Siddiqui et al. [36] 2019 DeeptabSTR ICDAR TabStructDB ICDAR 2013 - - NR

Xue et al.[39]1 2019 Res2TIM ICDAR
CMDD +

ICDAR 2013
ICDAR 2013 ✓ ✓ R

Qasim.[28] 2 2019 TIES-2.0 ICDAR Synthetic data Synthetic data ✓ ✓ NR

Tensmeyer et al.[38]42019 SPLERGE ICDAR
Web-screaped PDFs

+ ICDAR 2013
ICDAR 2013 - ✓ NR

Prasad et al.[26]5 2019
Cascade
TabNet

CVPR Marmot + ICDAR 2019
ICDAR 2019
Track-B2

✓ ✓ PR

Hashmi et al.[12] 2019 No name CVPR TabStructDB ICDAR 2013 - - NR

Khan et al.[15]3 2020 No name ICDAR UNLV ICDAR 2013 - ✓ NR

Raja et al.[31]6 2020
TabStruct

Net
ECCV SciTSR UNLV ✓ ✓ NR

Fischer et al.[6]7 2021
Multi-Type
-TD-TSR

KI ICDAR 2019
ICDAR 2019
Track-B2

✓ ✓ R

Xue et al.[40]8 2021 TGRNet ICCV TableGraph ICDAR 2019 ✓ ✓ R

Qiao et al.[29]10 2021 LGPMA ICDAR
PubTabNet + SciTSR +

ICDAR 2013
PubTabNet ✓ ✓ NR

Lee et al.[16]11 2021
Graph-based

-TSR
MTA ICDAR 2019 ICDAR 2019 ✓ ✓ R

Zheng et al.[41] 2022 GTE WACV PubTabNet
ICDAR 2013 +
ICDAR 2019

- - NR

Jain et al.[13]9 2022 TSR-DSAW ESANN PubTabNet ICDAR 2013 - - NR

Li et al. [17]12 2021 No name ICDAR PubTabNet
ICDAR 2019 +

unlv
- ✓ NR

Notes: NR: non-reproducible. R: Reproducible. PR: Partially-reproducible. CMDD:Chinese Medical Document Dataset.
Rep: Reproducibility
1 https://github.com/xuewenyuan/ReS2TIM/
2 https://github.com/shahrukhqasim/TIES-2.0
3 https://github.com/saqib22/Table-Structure Extraction-Bi-directional-GRU/
4 https://github.com/pyxploiter/deep-splerge/.
5 https://github.com/DevashishPrasad/CascadeTabNet/
6 https://github.com/sachinraja13/TabStructNet
7 https://github.com/Psarpei/Multi-Type-TD-TSR/
8 https://github.com/xuewenyuan/TGRNet/
9 https://github.com/arushijain45/TSR-DSAW/
10 https://github.com/hikopensource/DAVAR-Lab-OCR/tree/main/demo/table recognition/lgpma/
11 https://github.com/ejlee95/Graph-based-TSR/
12 https://github.com/L597383845/row-col-table-recognition/
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7 (Developmental Studies), 68 (Biology), and 208 (Materials Science). These
tables were manually annotated by two graduate students independently using
the VGG Image Annotator (VIA) [4]. VIA is open-source software for annotating
images, videos, and audio. We drew rectangular bounding boxes around text
content in a table cell and provided properties including “start-row”, “start-col”,
“end-row”, and “end-col” as labels. We followed the same schema as ICDAR 2019
dataset. We obtained a Cohan’s κ = 0.73, indicating a substantial agreement
between the two annotators [19]. The two annotators then discussed until they
agreed on the remaining table cells that they initially did not agree with each
other.

Table 2: Three datasets used in our study.

Data #tables #cells #row ranges #column ranges

ICDAR-2013 158 14,278 2 - 58 2 - 13
ICDAR-2019 100 5,132 2 - 39 1 - 15
GenTSR 386 19,914 2 - 62 1 - 16

5 Experiment Results

We performed all experiments using two computing environments namely, a
Linux server with Intel Silver CPU, Nvidia GTX 2080 Ti and Google Colab-
oratory platform with P100 PCIE GPU of 16 GB GPU memory. It took ap-
proximately 12 hours to reproduce the 5 papers that made their codes and
data available. Specifically, it took about 6 hours to reproduce TGRNet and
Res2TIM, and approximately 2 hours each for CascadeTabNet, Graph-based-
TSR, and Multi-Type-TSR. The replication experiment took about 18 hours
(excluding the time to create the GenTSR dataset) even though all necessary
packages used for each method had already been installed when conducting re-
producibility experiment. This was due to the relatively large size of replication
data and multiple replication attempts to cross-check results.

We answer the following research questions (RQs) using meta-level survey re-
sults and reproducibility and replicability experiment results. The reproducibil-
ity results are tabulated in Table 3. The replicability results are illustrated in
Figure 3 and Figure 4.

RQ1: What is the data and code accessibility of TSR papers we sam-
pled? Out of 16 papers we surveyed, 8 papers made their source code and data
publicly available, 3 papers made only the codes available, and 5 papers did not
provide either codes or data, making it difficult to validate the results of these
methods without private communication with the original authors (Table 1).
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RQ2: Are the accessible methods executable without contacting the
original authors? Out of 11 papers with accessible data or codes, the codes
of 5 papers were executable without contacting the original authors. The source
codes of 6 papers were not executable [28, 15, 31, 29, 13, 17]. The code of one
paper (TGRNet; [40]) was executable after we contacted the original authors.
The reason was that the absolute paths to the evaluation data files in the original
code were hard-coded. Therefore, the program could not find data files after
they are transferred to a different environment. To evaluate the models, we
wrote a script to replace the paths and the source codes could be executed. The
source codes of the 6 papers were not executable due to multiple reasons such as
dependency issues, errors in code, pretrained models not being released, or the
absence of implementation in the authors’ GitHub directory.

RQ3: What is the status of reproducibility based on our criteria?
The status of reproducibility varies significantly depending on many factors.
As shown above, most papers were labeled non-reproducible because they do
not provide datasets, codes, or executable codes. However, most papers with
executable codes were labeled reproducible under our criteria. Specifically, 4
out of the 6 executable TSR methods were labeled reproducible, 1 paper was
labeled partially-reproducible, and 1 paper was labeled not-reproducible. The
case studies are below.

– Lee et al. [16] used only 19 document images with border lines from the IC-
DAR 2019 TB2 dataset to evaluate the Graph-based-TSR method. There-
fore, we evaluated this method on the same 19 images. Table 3 indicates that
the reproduction results are in general consistent with the reported results,
with discrepancies 0.087 ≤ ∆0 ≤ 0.130 depending on the IoU.

– The CascadeTabNet method was originally evaluated on 100 modern tables
in ICDAR 2019. Surprisingly, our experiment on CascadeTabNet obtained
higher F1-scores than the reported results by up to 0.682 at IoU = 0.9.

– The Multi-Type-TD-TSR method was evaluated on 162 tables from ICDAR-
2019 TB2. The experiment results are consistent with the reported results
with a discrepancy ∆0 ≤ 0.013.

– TGRNet and ReS2TIM are both consistent with the reported results with
a discrepancy ∆0 ≤ 0.003. The authors of these two methods used only IoU
= 0.5 to allow more cell boxes to be predicted.

– The SPLERGE method was originally evaluated on 34 randomly selected
tables using ICDAR 2013 dataset but this dataset was not made publicly
available. Thus, the SPLERGE method was marked “Non-reproducible”.

RQ4: What reasons caused results to be not reproducible? We identified
several major reasons that caused the results to be not-reproducible.

– Data and code availability: This is the top reason that caused most
papers to be non-reproducible. However, most papers with executable codes
are identified as reproducible.
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Table 3: The reproducibility test results of executable TSR models at different
IoU thresholds. Data: the original dataset. SPLERGE does not provide evalua-
tion data.

TSR Model Data IoU F1(O) F1(R0) ∆0

CascadeTabNet ICDAR 2019 0.6 0.438 0.770 0.332
CascadeTabNet ICDAR 2019 0.7 0.354 0.760 0.406
CascadeTabNet ICDAR 2019 0.8 0.190 0.745 0.555
CascadeTabNet ICDAR 2019 0.9 0.036 0.718 0.682

Multi-Type-TD-TSR ICDAR 2019 0.6 0.589 0.593 0.004
Multi-Type-TD-TSR ICDAR 2019 0.7 0.404 0.397 -0.007
Multi-Type-TD-TSR ICDAR 2019 0.8 0.137 0.124 -0.013
Multi-Type-TD-TSR ICDAR 2019 0.9 0.015 0.012 -0.003

Graph-based-TSR ICDAR 2019 0.6 0.966 0.879 -0.087
Graph-based-TSR ICDAR 2019 0.7 0.966 0.868 -0.098
Graph-based-TSR ICDAR 2019 0.8 0.966 0.856 -0.110
Graph-based-TSR ICDAR 2019 0.9 0.828 0.815 -0.130

TGRNet ICDAR 2013 0.5 0.667 0.670 0.003

ReS2TIM ICDAR 2013 0.5 0.174 0.174 0.000

SPLERGE ICDAR 2013 0.5 0.953 - -

Several non-reproducible papers have authors affiliated with the industry,
which may impose intellectual property restrictions, e.g.,[41, 33, 36, 28, 15,
12].

– Portability: Agile software engineering may develop software packages that
are not portable when transferred to other platforms, e.g., [31].

– Documentation: This occurs when researchers do not provide detailed in-
structions or explanations to execute their codes, e.g., [13].

– Dependency and compatibility issues: Software that relies on outdated
dependencies can become prohibitive obstacles to reproducing reported re-
sults. Certain software did not provide the dependency version, making it
extremely difficult or even impossible to find and install the right depen-
dency, e.g., [29].

– Data and code durability: This occurs when the data and codes used in
the original paper are updated after published results. Thus, a better result
than what was reported may be obtained after executing the updated codes
and data, thereby making it difficult to validate original reported results.

RQ5: What is the status of replicability with respect to a similar
dataset? To answer this question, we evaluated each executable TSR method
on a similar dataset. Here, we compare against the reproducibility experiment
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Table 4: The replicability test results of executable TSR models at different
IoU thresholds. Data: the similar dataset. TGRNet and ReS2TIM do not allow
inference on a custom dataset.

TSR Model Data IoU F1(R0) F1(R1) ∆1

CascadeTabNet ICDAR 2013 0.6 0.770 0.690 -0.080
CascadeTabNet ICDAR 2013 0.7 0.760 0.678 -0.082
CascadeTabNet ICDAR 2013 0.8 0.745 0.661 -0.084
CascadeTabNet ICDAR 2013 0.9 0.718 0.621 -0.097

Multi-Type-TD-TSR ICDAR 2013 0.6 0.593 0.007 -0.586
Multi-Type-TD-TSR ICDAR 2013 0.7 0.397 0.005 -0.392
Multi-Type-TD-TSR ICDAR 2013 0.8 0.124 0.004 -0.120
Multi-Type-TD-TSR ICDAR 2013 0.9 0.012 0.003 -0.009

Graph-based-TSR ICDAR 2013 0.6 0.879 0.542 -0.337
Graph-based-TSR ICDAR 2013 0.7 0.868 0.504 -0.364
Graph-based-TSR ICDAR 2013 0.8 0.856 0.444 -0.412
Graph-based-TSR ICDAR 2013 0.9 0.815 0.373 -0.442

TGRNet ICDAR 2019 0.5 0.670 - -

ReS2TIM ICDAR 2019 0.5 0.174 - -

SPLERGE ICDAR 2019 0.5 - 0.121 -

results instead of the original results to ensure the results to be compared are
obtained in exactly the same setting.

Table 4 indicates the F1-scores of most methods were reduced by various
levels depending on the IoU thresholds. In particular, the F1 of Graph-based-
TSR decreases by 0.337. The F1 of Multi-Type-TD-TSR decreases by 0.009 to
0.586. The performance of CascadeTabNet decreases marginally, exhibiting bet-
ter replicability. We could not replicate the results of ReS2TIM and TGRNet
because they do not allow inference on an alternative dataset. Also, we did not
obtain the discrepancy ∆1 for the SPLERGE method since it was not repro-
ducible. Thus, out of the 6 methods that were either executable or reproducible,
only 2 papers (CascadeTabNet and MUlti-Type-TD-TSR) were replicable under
certain IoUs (CascadeTabNet on IoU from 0.6 to 0.9; Multi-Type-TD-TSR on
IoU=0.9).

RQ6: What is the status of replicability with respect to the new dataset?
We test the replicability of each executable TSR model using GenTSR contain-
ing tables in six scientific domains. Similar to RQ5., we compare against the
reproducibility experiment results using the 10% threshold defined above. The
results shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 indicate that none of the 4 methods
that allow inference on custom data [26, 16, 6, 38] was replicable with respect to
the GenTSR dataset, under a threshold of 10% absolute F1-score. Figure 4 also
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Figure 3. The comparison of the original (O), reproducibility (R0), replicability
on similar data (R1), and replicability on GenTSR (R2). The F1-scores of R2 are
obtained by averaging the F1-scores across all domains for each IoU. SPLERGE
was excluded because its results were not reproducible.

demonstrates that the performance of these methods varies significantly in sci-
entific domains. Specifically, the CascadeTabNet achieved much higher F1-scores
on five domains than biology. SPLERGE achieves comparable F1-scores in all
domains. Graph-based-TSR performs remarkably well in Material Science but
poorly in all other domains.

Figure 4. The replicability test results of executable TSR model with respect to
individual domains in GenTSR. Econ: Economics, Dev: Developmental Studies,
Bio: Biology, Mat: Material Science, Chem: Chemistry, Bus: Business. Multi-
Type-TD-TSR (not shown) obtains recall scores of zero across all the domains.
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6 Discussion

Reproducibility In reproducibility experiments, we were unable to produce ex-
actly the same results reported in most papers. The discrepancies may be due
to random factors, e.g., initialization, but certain discrepancies are too large to
be explained by random factors. Investigating the reasons is beyond the scope
of this paper, but the results suggest we define reproducibility using quantifiable
criteria associated with thresholds. The exact criteria will differ depending on
the results and the reproducer’s needs. In addition, we obtained an interesting
result in which the reproduced results were significantly better than the reported
result (Table 3). Assuming both original and reproduced results are correct, the
improvement could be attributed to the new versions of the codes and/or data.
If that is the case, this poses another question of how long can reproducibility
be preserved.

Replicability is more challenging and data dependent. One requirement of repli-
cability is that the original code is not only executable but also configurable,
allowing users to test on different datasets. In our experiments, two methods did
not allow inference on different datasets. In addition, the replicability perfor-
mance could change the ranks of methods. For example, the Graph-based-TSR
was the best in terms of the original and reproduced F1-scores, but it underper-
formed CascadeTabNet in two replicability tests (Table 4 and Figure 3). This is
likely to be caused by the nature of the model and the training process. The exact
reason requires detailed ablation analysis and model surgery. In addition, only
CascadeTabNet obtained reasonably consistent results using a similar dataset
(Table 4). Using the new dataset, CascadeTabNet achieved a lower F1(R2) com-
pared with F1(O) and F1(R1). Figure 4 indicates that the performance exhibits
a strong domain dependency. The decreased performance as seen in the new
dataset indicates that TSR on scientific tables is still an unsolved problem and
state-of-the-art methods still have a large space to improve.

Potentially non-replicability causes: evaluation bias The replicability test results
also indicate that the evaluation data of several TSR models may not be diverse
enough. For example, the Graph-based-TSR was evaluated on only tables with
borders. In contrast, models that exhibit better robustness tend to be evaluated
originally on more challenging datasets. For example, CascadeTabNet, which
obtained the best replicability results was evaluated on ICDAR 2019 Task B2
which was more challenging and diverse compared to ICDAR 2013 and other
small benchmarks.

Reproducibility and venue ranking We inspected the relationship between repro-
ducibility and venue ranking, which is characterized by the h5-index obtained in
December, 2022. Created by Google Scholar, the calculation of h5-index is sim-
ilar to h-index. H5-index is defined as the largest number h such that h articles
published in the past 5 years have at least h citations each. Figure 5 shows the
papers we studied and color-coded by reproducibility. It indicates that repro-
ducibility is not necessarily associated with venue ranking.
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Figure 5. The relationship between reproducibility and venue ranking, charac-
terized by h5-index from Google Scholar. The h5-indices of ESANN (Jain) and
KI (Fischer) are not available, so we used h-indices as surrogates, obtained from
research.com and resurchify.com, respectively.

Limitations One limitation of our study is the relatively small sample size. There-
fore the conclusions we draw may not directly be applicable to other AI tasks
and domains. However, the way we selected the papers allowed us to focus on
more papers on one topic and perform a side-to-side comparison between dif-
ferent methods. Our threshold of 10% absolute F1-score is also a very lenient
threshold. Under a more strict threshold, fewer papers would be identified as
reproducible.

7 Conclusion

This work presents a study of reproducibility and replicability considering 16
recently-published papers on table structure recognition. We attempted to di-
rectly reproduce the results reported in the original papers. We then tested ex-
ecutable methods on an alternate benchmark dataset similar to the one used in
the original paper as well as a new dataset of modern scientific tables extracted
from six domains.

Under our criteria, most (12 out of 16) papers we examined were not fully
reproducible. Only 2 papers [26, 6] were identified as conditionally replicable on a
similar dataset, and none of the papers was identified as replicable with respect
to the new dataset. Using a relatively small but focused dataset, our study
reveals several challenges of reproducing and replicating methods proposed for
the TSR task. Our study suggests that reproducibility should be defined under
certain criteria with quantifiable thresholds and replicability is data-dependent.
We also found that papers published in high-tier venues (characterized by h5-
index) are not necessarily reproducible. The new dataset GenTSR can be used as
ground truth for building more robust TSR models. Future work will investigate
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replicability at the model level. We suggest that this work provides evidence that
infrastructure is needed for researchers to report RR&G of experiments.
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